Investing in Hospitality is
Much More than Due
Diligence and Scrutiny of
Business Plans

Guy Lincoln is a hospitality ‘lifer’. Inducted into the industry as an
idealistic teenager at his grandparents’ iconic Harrogate
‘William & Victoria’s Wine Bar’, he has worked in the sector since
that naïve and optimistic day in 1979. He has spent most of the
intervening 40+ years as an educator whilst also engaging in
working for national multi-unit operators, owning and operating
family businesses, researching and providing consultancy
services. Now in the closing stages of his career he is carrying
out research for a PhD into investing in fledgling hospitality
businesses; a subject that is both close to his heart and seriously
underrepresented in consideration of the world of hospitality.
This is the story of my experience in investing in hospitality businesses and how this experience
led me to a deeper investigation of the phenomenon. The purpose of telling this story is to
convince those of us involved in investment decision making in hospitality that we should pay
more serious attention to the activity, in particular the emotional aspects of it. This is an idea that
has been growing in my thoughts for some time now and I firmly believe that if we accept,
understand and harness the impact of emotions in investment decision making then we will be
better at it… and that has to be a good thing, right?

Being on to something fabulously creative
In late 2016 I signed the deal that was to be the culmination of a career in hospitality. I’d
already spent thirty plus years working with and for hospitality businesses of all stripes as well as
educating 100s of the sector’s future leaders. Now though, with a group of equally experienced
friends (a ‘dream team’ you could say), I had invested in a ground-breaking hospitality venture
that married three of our favourite things; vibrant and exciting street food, innovative craft beer
and proper pubs.
It might not seem so cutting edge now but back then we believed we were on to something
fabulously creative and exciting. Something that could engage and attract both hipster and
mainstream punter in equal measure and, given a fair wind, could go on to take Northern
hospitality by storm and build a significant multi-site business.
6 months later we sold what was left of the venture and just about managed to cover our
remaining debt. We were left with massively strained personal relationships, substantial individual
losses and somewhat dented confidence. Very quickly it became possible for us to rationalise
the reasons for the failure of the business, which for the most part we decided were pretty
obvious but also mostly out of our control.

Not as rational as we think
This post hoc reasoning wasn’t enough for me though. It seemed clear that if we reflected
honestly on the experience it was not possible to escape the conclusion that our decision
making was clouded and nowhere near as ‘rational’ as we had thought – or indeed claimed –
it to be. Our heads were turned by the excitement and perceived ‘sexiness’ of the opportunity
and, ultimately, our emotional responses to it.
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Despite the breadth of my previous experience in hospitality, this was my first and only direct
and personal engagement with equity investment. The flamboyant failure led me to try and
understand the experience better and my initial thinking, which has only been strengthened by
my research so far, could be summarised by two propositions:
a)
b)

The level of serious thought given to understanding the nature and process of equity in
investment in hospitality is lacking in both volume and insight.
The prevailing assumption that it is a purely formal, rational process of analysis and due
diligence is not borne out by the reality of it.

Let me try to justify these two propositions to you. Even though it is a key part of our role, those of
us in academe appear to have studiously avoided any kind of attempt to apprehend the
activity. Even when considering the financial complexities of SME start-up and growth, a topic
where consideration of equity investment should be fundamental, the issue barely warrants a
mention in passing, let alone any serious research and analysis. In turn, industry observers,
advisors and pundits at least acknowledge the existence of the practice but their commentary
goes little beyond factual reporting of who, what and when, offering no attempt to really
address the how or why.

The weakness of the analysis process
Analysis pieces often consider market impacts and trends but never get at the thinking that
underpins them or the process of decision making involved in putting the deals together.
Journalistic profiles and interviews with those involved; business owners and entrepreneurs
mostly, with sporadic sightings of “sector investors”, offer only the occasional small hint at their
thinking and even then how reliable is this filtered through a journalistic gaze and presented for
public scrutiny with all that entails? It might be courting the scorn of academics and
practitioners alike but perhaps there could actually be more to learn about the process of
investing in hospitality from scrutiny of the “zeitgeisty” reality “fiasco” TV Million Pound Menu!
Examination of all this material would suggest a process packed with “due diligence”, “scrutiny
of business plans” and ‘long conversations about the team’s ability to execute...’ As all this
material is in the public domain there are clearly reasons why we would want to maintain this
façade of single minded and irrefutable rationality attached to investment decision making.
Confidence, stability and certainty remain holy grails for this (and any other) sector and are
conditional on the notion that our financial decision making is prudent, logical, predictable and
most importantly, risk minimising. To ‘own-up’ in public that we are, even in part, emotional,
feelings driven decision makers would seem to disavow this premise of rationality and bring into
question the objectivity and consistency that is demanded of us.

Exploiting the role of ‘Irrational’
As already observed, I would suggest that in reality hospitality investment decision making is far
from this objective and predictable ‘ideal’. I believe that it is actually a complex interaction of
rational thought, feelings, cognitive biases, heuristic shortcuts, and interpersonal connections
(and disconnections). This is similar to how we have thought about our customers and their
decision making for many years now. Indeed we have consistently attempted to exploit the
idea that consumers’ decisions are driven by ‘irrational’ behavioural quirks and idiosyncrasies,
informed by their emotions and feelings.
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These ideas have coalesced into the concepts of behavioural economics and the theory of
‘nudge’ that has come to inform policy making at national level and beyond. Long before
anyone had named it thus we had co-opted this thinking for designing and running our
businesses; restaurant design features, back-bar merchandising techniques, product and menu
design and customer service systems and many more aspects of what we do have exploited
these ideas.
The embodiment of this thinking can be seen in the growing number of investments into
‘experiential’ hospitality businesses such as the boom in competitive socialising. These
investments are built on the premise that people make significant and sustainable emotional
connections with these businesses and because of these emotional connections the businesses’
attractiveness and valuations are enhanced.

Trusting the consumer’s emotions – but not our own
We ‘trust’ the veracity of these consumers’ emotional decisions sufficiently to invest £millions yet
we appear unwilling to even acknowledge the same in our decision making (yes it is a different
kind of decision but nonetheless it is clear the principles apply..). It seems to me disingenuous to
nod our heads sagely in the sure and certain belief that we can exploit our insight that
customers are emotional beings whilst at the same time claiming that we are immune and that
our decisions remain free from such non-rational, emotional components.
Perhaps it may encourage us to acknowledge the non-rationality of our thinking, to come to
terms with the emotional drivers of our decision making if we realise that we are not alone in this.
There is myriad evidence that financial decisions in other sectors are equally prone to the
vagaries of affect and emotions. Indeed the vast majority of work that has been done on this
topic, which is often focussed on the Financial Services sector itself, is pretty unequivocal in its
contention that investment decisions are consistently subject to the influence of emotions,
biases and heuristics.

Behavioural Finance
In fact, so sure are those working to better understand financial decision making that we now
have Nobel prizes, business book best sellers and hugely remunerated specialists all addressing
the field of what they (and we!) are now calling Behavioural Finance. Even a basic
consideration of this relatively new discipline quickly reveals how closely it captures the essence
of my concerns about our working grasp of the process of investing in hospitality.
When we hear Behavioural Finance described as ‘the study of the psychology of investing’ and
assertions that it is finance with ‘normal’ people we begin to recognise the story. As we further
appreciate that the ‘normal people’ of Behavioural Finance are just as likely to be persuaded in
their decision making by emotions and cognitive mistakes such as hindsight, overconfidence,
exaggerated fear or naïve hope as they are by rational calculation and risk assessment the
story further clarifies and then we learn that while these ‘normal people’ may be driven by
wealth creation and acquisition it is not necessarily financial wealth they seek but it may, for
example, be status or social responsibility that are informing their investment behaviour it
becomes clearer still that these ideas have a lot to teach us about our investing behaviour.
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… and now?
Unfortunately I don’t have the space here to go into Behavioural Finance in any detail and
offering up even a light touch understanding of the theoretical principles underpinning its core
propositions was never the purpose of this paper. If you are interested in these there are some
links to useful and accessible resources below.
No, the purpose of this paper was to convince those of us involved in investment decision
making in hospitality that we should pay more attention to the emotional aspects of the activity.
I firmly believe that if we accept, understand and harness the impact of emotions in investment
decision making then we will be better at it. I will be back shortly to explore with you in more
detail what my research has told me about how we can do this.
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Learn More
Videos
Behavioural Finance: from biases to bubbles – Paul Craven, Goldman Sachs
Value Investing and Behavioural Finance – Dr Daniel Crosby
Behavioural Finance Biases – Graeme Newell
What is Behavioural Finance? – Graeme Newell
Behavioural Finance – Daniel Kahneman, Nobel Prize winner
Why we make bad decisions about money (and what we can do about it) – Daniel
Kahneman
• Thinking Fast vs. Thinking Slow – Daniel Kahneman
• Daniel Kahneman charms Jeremy Paxman – Daniel Kahneman
•
•
•
•
•
•

Documents & Websites
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is Behavioural Finance – and why do we need it? - Boston Research Group overview
Behavioural Finance: Theories and Evidence - Chartered Financial Analysts (CFA) Institute
Behavioural Finance: Foundations for investors - Chartered Financial Analysts (CFA) Institute
The Behavioral Economics Guide – BehavioralEconomics.com, THE source for resources
Behavioral Finance - Boston Research Technologies overviews
A Survey of Behavioral Finance – Nicholas Barberis and Richard Thaler, US Bureau of
Economic Research

Books
•
•
•

Gerd Gigerenzer, Peter M. Todd and the ABC RESEARCH GROUP, 1999. Simple Heuristics That
Make Us Smart. Oxford University Press, Inc
Daniel Kahneman, Paul Slovic and Amos Tversky, eds., 1982. Judgment Under Uncertainty:
Heuristics and biases. Cambridge University Press
Richard H Thaler, 2005. Advances in Behavioral Finance, Volume II. Princeton: Princeton
University Press.
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